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Abstract
Battery energy storage systems have traditionally been
manufactured using new batteries with a good reliability. The
high cost of such a system has led to investigations of using
second life transportation batteries to provide an alternative
energy storage capability. However, the reliability and
performance of these batteries is unclear and multi-modular
power electronics with redundancy have been suggested as a
means of helping with this issue. This paper reviews work
already undertaken on battery failure rate to suggest suitable
figures for use in reliability calculations. The paper then uses
reliability analysis to investigate six different multi-modular
topologies and suggests how the number of series battery
strings and power electronic module redundancy should be
determined for the lowest hardware cost using a numerical
example. The results reveal that the cascaded dc-side modular
with single inverter is the lowest cost solution among the
topologies.

1 Introduction
This paper looks at six different multi-modular converter
topologies from a reliability, cost and voltage perspective and
uses numerical analysis to determine the most appropriate
topology for use with second life batteries connected to an
electricity grid system at low voltage. In order to assess the
different technologies it is necessary to deal with redundancy
issues and comparative cost calculations between the six
topologies. There is no easy closed form expression to do this,
so numerical analysis has been used. This method of choosing
a topology and its associated redundancy should be used as a
guide because of the difficulty in getting comparative failure
rate information.
The paper starts by looking at published failure rates of
batteries and compares these to the failure rate of the power
electronics. Typical values are then used within reliability and
comparative cost calculations to determine the best way of
connecting the batteries and what level of redundancy to use
to meet a minimum power and reliability at lowest cost factor.
Generally the failure of any battery bank and its impact on
overall system reliability has not been considered to be
significant compared to the power electronics. This is shown
in publications where conventionally single-stage, two-stage
and/or three-stage high frequency converter based topologies
have been considered to be sufficient for energy storage

applications [1] – [3] and where large numbers of series
batteries (or series-parallel combination) form a battery bank
before a line side converter interfaces with grid. This paper is
different from previous work in this area because a
representative failure rate of the second life battery is
considered as being worse than the failure rates of the power
electronics and associated components, therefore the battery
needs to be included in, and in fact, dominates the analysis.
The Authors looked into this issue [4] previously and
determined for grid support applications a multi-modular
converter could be the lowest cost option of meeting a fixed
reliability compared to more conventional designs. This paper
looks in more detail at multi-modular designs and uses
reliability analysis to help decide the type of multi-modular
converter, the module size and the level of redundancy.

2 Failure Rates
System reliability estimates can be found from component
failure rate. The MIL-HDBK217F handbook [5] lists the
approximate basic failure rate λ of electronic components
along with factors to take into account operating conditions
such as temperature or losses. The reliability can be found
from the failure rate using (1)
(1)
The reliability of any system comprising different numbers of
power stages can be expressed as in (2) where n is the total
number of power stages and the term Ri corresponds to the
individual reliability of the power stages.
∏

(2)

The reliability of a system with redundancy (R(k,n)) of ‘kout-of-n’ form) can be calculated using equation (3)
,
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2.1 Battery failure rate
The remaining quality and life span of a battery after its first
life can be dependent on a number of factors including, but
not limited to; the battery chemistry, the number of cycles, the
discharge current, the State of charge (SOC) or Depth of
discharge (DOD) swing, and the cell temperature. There
exists many publications looking at some or all of these
variables for a range of chemistries under a variety of lab
based conditions. Typically the temperature is held to be
constant (either ambient or around 45oC-50oC) with either a
constant charge-discharge regime to a set SOC or DOD or a
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which traditionally float until needed and which is less relevant
to the application presented in this paper. It is difficult to get a

fixed expression for battery failure rate, especially those that
have completed a first life and are in a second life application.
The remaining number of cycles was suggested to be one
method to predict the battery life. However, this is dependent
on how batteries would be used in their second life
application and the proposed DOD on each cycle. A sample
of previously published data is shown in Table 1. A “?” marks
where the data is not known and “(T)” and “(V)” indicate
telecoms and vehicle applications respectively. The estimated
lifespan for the purposes of this paper, is based on the
capacities (start and end of test) column. The failure rate is
based on the estimated life span extrapolated linearly to 0%
capacity. Where lifespan is given in cycles as opposed to
years, a nominal 200 cycles per year (from a typical EV
application) is used to estimate failure rate.The range of
failure rate values go from 0.2 to 40x10-6. Within this paper,
this range is used to investigate the effect of the variation of
failure rate on power electronic topology choice.
2.2 Converter components failure rate
Recent research related to the reliability of power electronic
systems has concentrated on the reliability of the power
electronic converters/components (switches and capacitors
etc.), where the reduction of switches/capacitors, the stresses
and component optimisation were the key to improve
reliability. The source failure rate has generally been assumed
to be negligible and is ignored completely, for example, in
references [21] – [22]. The electrolytic capacitor and the
power electronic switches were identified as the weakest links
in the power circuit. A reasonable way to predict the failure
rate of the capacitor is to use manufacturer lifetime datasheets
such as Cornell Dubilier, Revox Rifa along with the
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A large proportion of the tests (especially for VRLA
batteries) are also undertaken on behalf of the
telecommunications industry and their use in backup supplies

Arrhenius equation [22]. The projected range of lifespan or
failure rate of the electrolytic capacitors and other
components are shown in Table 2. Power Converter
reliability is based on the reliability of the components. A
range of possible failure rate is given in Table 2, assuming a
range of practical operating and junction temperatures (e.g 80
– 120oC for MOSFETs and 80 – 100oC for IGBTs).

Subset

constant drive cycle. Battery chemistry and even the same
chemistry from different manufacturers due to different
manufacturing processes show differences in life cycle,
failure modes and capacity fade. In addition to the other
factors listed above, the failure rate of second life
transportation batteries are also dependent on failure
mechanisms related to how hard the batteries were driven
inside the vehicle. At present most published data is based on
VRLA, Li Ion or NiMH chemistries.
Previously published papers on battery lifecycle testing are
largely split into a number of subsets;
1. Small scale testing (small numbers of cells) under fixed
conditions including typical drive cycles.
2. Theoretical failure rates adjusted from experimental data,
like that above, to take into account factors such as
temperature and even proposed maintenance strategy
which may be compared to either lab or field tests.
3. Field testing experience.
4. EV experience on a drive cycle.
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Table 1: Range of inferred failure rates of batteries

Component

Range of
Failure Rate λ x
1-10-6 hrs

Range of
projected
lifespan/MTTF
(1/λ)

Failure rate x
1-10-6 hrs
(used in
calculation)

Switch (λsw1) –
MOSFET

1.8 – 3.14

30 – 60 years

2.47

Switch (λsw2) –
IGBT

0.9 – 1.22

90 – 100 years

1.06

DC-link
Electrolytic
capacitor (λcap)

2.8 – 5.5

20 – 40 years

4.15

Filter Inductance
(λL)

0.0004 – 0.0006

> 100 years

0.0005

6.4 – 11.5
(MOSFET
based)
10 – 18 years
4.6 – 7.94
(IGBT based)
10 – 17.5
dc-ac converter
(MOSFET
(λDC-AC)  (4λsw
based)
7-12 years
+ λcap+ λL)
6.4 – 10.38
(IGBT based)
Table 2: Range of failure of power electronic components
dc-dc converter
(λDC-DC)  (2λsw
+ λcap+ λL)

9

14
(MOSFET)
and 8.4
(IGBT)

Previous work on reliability of power converters that includes
the power source, is mostly based on wind power and PV
applications, where wind speed and inhomogeneous radiation
(partial shading) affect the failure rates of the power converter
operation as described in references [23]. Work that is more
closely related to this application includes previous
optimisation work on a parallel converter configuration [24]
using converter failure, a fixed reliability target and
optimising the overall system cost. However, this method is
complicated to use in this current context because of the
interdependencies between a) the number of modules b)
number of series batteries/module, c) module power rating
and d) desired range of reliability. For example, the number
of series batteries/module directly affects module reliability.
A high number of series batteries/module reduces module
reliability which in turn demands very high number of
redundant modules to meet desired reliability target. On the
other hand – a low number of series batteries/modules
increases the module reliability but it reduces module power
rating which then demands very high number of modules to
meet overall power rating. Therefore, a careful selection of
series batteries strings and converter redundancy is necessary
to meet desired power and reliability at the same time. Future
research will be to include this dependency within a formal
optimisation routine. However, at this stage numerical
analysis can help with topology selection.

and capacitors (λ ≈ 3 – 5 x10-6hrs). At the very extreme end
of reliability of the second life battery – this becomes the
most dominant feature of the reliability of the system and
results will be looked at both including and excluding the
power electronics for comparison.
Different multi-modular topologies for use with a second life
battery system are shown in Fig 1. These topologies can be
broadly divided into two categories: cascaded form and
parallel form. (All the topologies can be designed to have
redundancy against battery failure). Fig 1(a) shows a
conventional cascaded multilevel converter where battery
banks are directly connected to the main dc-link of each dc-ac
module. Fig 1(b) shows a parallel structure where dc-ac
modules are connected in parallel. Fig 1(c) shows the
cascaded multilevel converter with integrated dc-dc converter
while Fig 1(d) shows the parallel form of Fig 1(c) where dcac modules are connected in parallel on the grid side. Figure
1(e) and 1(f) show varying forms of (c) and (d) where only a
single dc-ac converter is used. Topology (e) requires
additional switches to be able to bypass faulty modules (not
shown but included in the analysis). A general means of
creating redundancy is to use a ‘k-out-of-n’ system, where
any “k” modules must be operating to ensure the system
power output is assured. ‘n’ number of modules is required to
meet the desired reliability and “Rm” is module redundancy
which in turn is dependent on “x” the number of series
connected batteries.The failure rate of different battery cells
could be different for different cells but for simplicity all the
batteries are assumed to have the same failure rate. The
challenge is to select the best topology and its values of n, k
and x to ensure an acceptable reliability target (R), at a
minimum power level (P) keeping cost to a minimum value.
A minimum voltage is also set such that 240V ac can be
achieved (without a grid connected transformer single phase).
The system cost has been determined as a function of switch
kVA rating (f1(kVA)) , inductor and capacitor rating (f3(J) and
f4(J)), driver cost (as a function of switch rating, (f2(kVA)) and
sensor cost (f5) by plotting costs against size from large scale
component suppliers and deriving the line of best fit. Fig 2,
for example, shows the costs of different manufacturer’s
switch components as a function of rating. The equation
represents the line of best fit and consequently function
f1(kVA).

3 Topology Reliability Comparison
It should be noted that the reliability of sensors, drivers or
cooling system has not been taken into account in this
analysis and is assumed to be the same for each topology
From table 2, a second life battery cell (λbatt ≈ 0.2 – 40 x10-6
hrs) can be less reliable than switches (λ ≈ 2 – 3 x 10-6hrs)

Fig 2 : Cost of components against rating

Batteries are considered onnly as series strings withh any
parrallel configurrations being implemented through the ppower
eleectronics.
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Table 4: Topology equations for reliabillity
Approximate
A
cost indicator (switcch+ inductor/capaacitor + drivers)
a
b

4
2
4

4
4

3
c

d

2

6

4

2

2
4

3

2
6
4

e

2

2
4

4

4
3

f

2

2
4

4

4
3

Table 5: Topology equations for cost

5 Numerical
N
results
r
Fig. 1: Different muulti-modular topologies:
Top.
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Tab
ble 3: Topology equations for pow
wer and voltage

The results generaated below asssume a fixed battery type, a
fixed
d cell voltagee, fixed batteery reliability
y and a consstant
boost ratio. Obviously with re
respect to seccond life batttery
systeems – none off this is necesssarily the casse, but acts ass an
indiccation for valid topology chhoice. Losses and efficiencyy of
each converter typ
pe are not expplicitly calcullated but mayy be
inclu
uded in future analysis.
The following vallues are used in this examp
ple; Vcell = 3.3V,
Ibatt = 20Ahr, minimum time period = 5 years, minim
mum
systeem reliability = 70%, minim
mum power = 1kW, boost ratio
r
of alll dc/dc conv
verters is set to 5, battery failure ratees 0.2x1
10-6, 7.7x10-6 and 40x10-6.

Top.
a
c
e
b
d

Lowest cost solution
Including power electronics in
reliability calculation
x
n/k
Cost/
1
2
1825
1
3
1240
1
2
1045
104
4
2571
21
2
1373

Top.

f
21
7
1431
Table 6: Results for (batt= 0.2x10-6)
Lowest cost solution
Including power electronics in
reliability calculation

a
c
e
b
d

x
n/k
1
3
1
4
1
3
No practical solution
No practical solution

Cost/
2546
1733
1537

f
No practical solution
Table 7: Results for (batt= 7.7x10-6)

Top.

Lowest cost solution
Including power electronics in
reliability calculation
x
n/k
Cost/
a
No practical solution
c
No practical solution
e
No practical solution
b
No practical solution
d
No practical solution
f
No practical solution
Table 8: Results for (batt= 40x10-6)

Excluding power electronics
in reliability calculation
x
n/k
Cost/
1
1.05
1004
1
1.04
433
1
1.04
390
104
3
1876
21
2
915
21

3

412

Excluding
power
electronics in reliability
calculation
x
n/k
Cost/
1
1.43
1360
1
1.47
611
1
1.47
554
No practical solution
No practical solution
No practical solution

Excluding power electronics
in reliability calculation
x
n/k
Cost/
1
7
380 x103
1
6.3
383 x103
1
6.3
286 x103
No practical solution
No practical solution
No practical solution

Tables 6-8 show the lowest cost solution for each of the
topologies with and without the power electronics in the
reliability calculation. The results show the following;
 If the battery reliability is low (e.g. batt= 40x10-6) then it
is impractical to use second life batteries within any
application because of the cost needed to overcome the
low system reliability.
 A cascaded connected converter is a better option than a
parallel connected converter because of the high series
number of batteries needed to attain the voltage level in
the parallel configuration and the impact of this on
reliability.
 Configurations with a boost converter present offer a
better option than without for the same reason (ie
reducing the number of series batteries to attain the
voltage levels).
 Topology e) offers the best cost value as it combines the
cascaded configuration with a boost converter. This is

even with the extra switches present because of the
comparatively high reliability of the large dc/ac
converter.
 If the power electronics is removed from the reliability
calculation then the n/k ratio result for (e) is equal to (c)
but the cost is lower because the VA rating of the large
dc/ac converter is equal to k multiplied by the module
VA rating as compared to n multiplied by the module
VA for topology (c) in Table 5.
 The choice of topology is independent of the battery
failure rate and also the power electronics reliability
within the fixed bounds of this example.
 Not visible by the results table – but also
understandable- is that having set x to the lowest
possible value; k is also a minimum value in order to
meet the voltage at minimum cost.
The result of the numerical analysis has been plotted in 3D
plane showing the variation of cost against n/k against x. The
ratio n/k is chosen because it’s difficult to visualise the
system results in 4D. Fig 3 presents a set of numerical
solutions for all those solutions for the cascaded dc-side
modular topology e) (at λbatt = 0.2x10-6) which meet a
minimum reliability, power and overall dc bus voltage with
and without power converter reliability. It can be seen from
Fig 3 that the solutions appear primarily as a series of lines
of constant x starting at x = 1. The cost of the solutions
gradually moves upwards when the x increases as greater
redundancy is needed to meet reliability which impacts cost.
The set of solutions reduces at higher battery failure rate
(solutions become less dense on 3D plane). A similar type of
variation is found for parallel topologies in Fig 4 (topology
f)) but it can be seen that the optimum solution starts at
higher x (x = 21) to meet the voltage constraint.

6 Conclusion and Future work
This paper uses a numerical approach to look at the best
choice of topology and associated values for x, k and n at a
lowest cost factor for a minimum dc bus voltage and
reliability. It concludes that minimizing x and k as far as
possible is the best method to reduce overall cost and that a
series configuration cascaded converter is better for this than
a parallel configuration. The method is at best an
approximation and misses out key parameters which need to
be considered in future work such losses and/or converter
efficiency (better for cascaded configurations due to low on
state resistance of lower voltage devices), size, effect of a
hybrid system with different battery chemistries and effect of
operation of topology on battery life possibly using a more
general optimization function.

Fig 3 Cascaded dc-dc topology at batt= 0.2x10-6: a) Cost against n/k against x without PE reliability b) Cost against n/k against x with PE reliability

Fig 4 Parallel dc-dc topology at batt= 0.2x10-6: a) Cost against n/k against x without PE reliability b) Cost against n/k against x with PE reliability
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